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ABSTRACT

The high cost of attracting new customers on the Internet and the relative difficulty in retaining
them make customer loyalty an essential asset for many online vendors.  In the non-Internet
marketplace, customer loyalty is primarily the product of superior service quality and the trust that
such service entails.  This study examines whether the same applies with online vendors even though
their service is provided by a website interface notably lacking a human service provider. 

As hypothesized, customer loyalty to a specific online vendor increased with perceived better
service quality both directly and through increased trust.  However, the data suggest that the five
dimensions of service quality in SERVQUAL collapse to three with online service quality: (1) tangibles,
(2) a combined dimension of responsiveness, reliability, and assurance, and (3) empathy.  The first
dimension is the most important one in increasing customer loyalty, and the second in increasing
customer trust.  Implications are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Creating online customer loyalty�retaining existing customers�is a necessity for online vendors.
This study examines whether this goal can be achieved to some degree through increased customer
trust�the feeling of assurance�brought about through superior service quality.  The study also
examines which aspects of service quality contribute to this trust in an online environment.

Attracting new customers costs online vendors at least 20% to 40% more than it costs vendors
serving an equivalent traditional market [Reichheld and Schefter 2000].  To recoup these costs and
show a profit, online vendors, even more so than their counterparts in the traditional marketplace,
must increase customer loyalty, which means convincing customers to return for many additional
purchases at their site.  In the online book-selling market, for example, it takes over a year of repeat
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purchases by a typical customer to recoup the average initial cost of attracting the customer to the
website.  This is no exception.  Among groceries and apparel websites, the figure is also over a year;
in the online consumer electronics and appliances market, it takes on average more than four years
to break even.  Given these timeframes, increasing customer loyalty is an economic necessity for
many online vendors [Reichheld and Schefter 2000]. 

Customer loyalty, in general, increases profit and growth in many ways [Chow and Reed 1997;
Heskett et al. 1994] to the extent that increasing the percentage of loyal customers by as little as 5%
can increase profitability by as much as 30% to 85%, depending upon the industry involved
[Reichheld and Sasser 1990]�a ratio estimated to be even higher on the Web [Reichheld and
Schefter 2000].  The reason for this is that loyal customers are typically willing to pay a higher price
and are more understanding when something goes wrong [Chow and Reed 1997; Fukuyama 1995;
Reichheld and Sasser 1990; Reichheld and Schefter 2000; Zeithaml et al. 1996], and are easier to
satisfy because the vendor knows better what the customers� expectations are [Heskett et al. 1994;
Reichheld and Sasser 1990; Zeithaml et al. 1996].  Indeed, the success of some well-known websites
can be attributed in part to their ability to maintain a high degree of customer loyalty.  Part of the
success of Amazon.com, the leading online book-selling site, for example, is attributed to its high
degree of customer loyalty, with 66% of purchases made by returning customers [The Economist
2000].  Loyal customers are also more inclined to recommend the vendor to other customers,
increasing the customer base at no additional advertising expense [Heskett et al. 1994; Reichheld
and Sasser 1990; Zeithaml et al. 1996].  The success of some well-known websites, such as eBay,
has been in part thanks to their ability to cut the costs of attracting new customers through such a
referral system [Reichheld and Schefter 2000].  Indeed, one of the ways trust is built is through a
process of transference whereby individuals begin trusting unknown others because the unknown
others are trusted by a person they trust [Doney and Cannon 1997].  

Related research suggests that in a non-Internet marketplace customer loyalty is based primarily
on customer trust [e.g., Fukuyama 1995; Reichheld and Sasser 1990] and on perceived service
quality [e.g. Heskett et al. 1994; Reichheld and Sasser 1990].  Recent case studies suggest that this
applies also to the customers of online vendors [Reichheld and Schefter 2000], but many questions
still remain open.  Although service quality has been studied in an online environment, to the best of
our knowledge, there are no empirical studies examining the theory that service quality increases
customer loyalty through increased trust in the unique online environment where the service provider
with which the customer interacts is a machine interface rather than with a person.  On the contrary,
previous research has questioned whether the traditional dimensions of service quality can be applied
to online service quality precisely because of this machine interface [e.g. Gefen and DeVine 2001;
Kaynama and Black 2000; Shankar et al. 2000; Young 2001; Zeithaml et al. 2001].

Accordingly, the objective of this study is to examine (1) whether service quality as measured
through SERVQUAL increases trust and thereby contributes to creating loyal customers among online
customers, and (2) whether the dimensionality of service quality as created for a non-Internet
marketplace, where there is a human service provider, applies to services provided by an online
service provider through a Web-page interface, i.e., without a human service agent.  Answering these
questions is the objective of this study.

The study focused on veteran customers of Amazon.com.  The data show that the five service
quality dimensions suggested by SERVQUAL [Parasuraman et al. 1985], an established and widely-
used measure of service quality that determines customer loyalty in a traditional marketplace setting
[Zeithaml et al. 1996], collapse into only three dimensions with an online service provider:
(1) tangibles, (2) a combined scale of reliability, responsiveness, and assurance, and (3) empathy.
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The data indicate that the second dimension of service quality (responsiveness, reliability, and
assurance) increases customer trust.  The data also indicate that customer trust, and to a lesser
degree service quality (tangibles), and cost-to-change to another vendor increase loyalty.  Perceived
risk of doing business with the vendor did not significantly decrease customer loyalty. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

SERVICE QUALITY AND CUSTOMER LOYALTY 

As a behavioral intention, customer loyalty deals with customer intentions to do more business
with the vendor and to recommend that vendor to other customers [Zeithaml et al. 1996].  One way
of increasing customer loyalty, suggested by case studies [e.g., Heskett et al. 1994] and by survey
research [e.g., Shankar et al. 2000; Zeithaml et al. 1996] is through superior service quality.  Since
quality service is something that customers typically want and value, providing high quality service
should arguably increase their willingness to come back and do more business with the vendor.
Conversely, customers who experience low service quality will be more inclined to defect to other
vendors because they are not getting what they expect [Heskett et al. 1994; Reichheld and Sasser
1990; Reichheld and Schefter 2000; Watson et al. 1998].  Research indeed shows that in many
traditional companies, perceived service quality, as measured by adapted SERVQUAL scales,
strongly and directly influences customer loyalty [Zeithaml et al. 1996].  Service quality is crucial also
with online companies [Shankar et al. 2000; Zeithaml et al. 2001].  

Quality Service is the customers� subjective assessment that the service they are receiving is the
service that they expect [Parasuraman et al. 1985; Watson et al. 1998].  It is the subjective com-
parison that customers make between the quality of the service that they want to receive and what
they actually get.  The widely-used SERVQUAL instrument [Parasuraman et al. 1985] identifies five
service quality dimensions that apply across industries [Zeithaml et al. 1996], although there is
empirical evidence that responsiveness, reliability, and assurance may actually be one factor [Llosa
et al. 1998]: 

� Tangibles:  This dimension deals with the physical environment.  It relates to customer assess-
ments of the facilities, equipment, and appearance of those providing the service.  

� Reliability:  This dimension deals with customer perceptions that the service provider is providing
the promised service in a reliable and dependable manner, and is doing so on time.

� Responsiveness:  This dimension deals with customer perceptions about the willingness of the
service provider to help the customers and not shrug off their requests for assistance. 

� Assurance:  This dimension deals with customer perceptions that the service provider�s behavior
instills confidence in them through the provider�s courtesy and ability.

� Empathy:  This dimension deals with customer perceptions that the service provider is giving
them individualized attention and has their best interests at heart.  

CUSTOMER TRUST AND CUSTOMER LOYALTY

Another determinant of customer loyalty is the degree of trust that the customers have in the
vendor [Chow and Reed 1997; Reichheld and Schefter 2000].  There are many definitions of trust in
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the literature.  Many definitions deal with the belief that the trusted party will be dependable [Kumar
et al. 1995a], will behave in a socially-appropriate manner [Zucker 1986], will fulfill the expected
commitments [Luhmann 1979; Rotter 1971], and will generally act in an ethical manner [Hosmer
1995] in situations where the trusting party depends on this behavior [Deutsch 1958; Meyer and Goes
1988; Rousseau et al. 1998].  In this study, based on previous research on trust in e-commerce
[Gefen 2000], trust is defined as the willingness to make oneself vulnerable to actions taken by the
trusted party based on the feeling of confidence or assurance, as discussed by Mayer et al. [1995]
and by Rousseau et al. [1998].  Trust is important when it is practically impossible to fully regulate the
business agreement and where it is consequently necessary to rely on the other party not to take
unfair advantage and not to engage in opportunistic behavior [Deutsch 1958; Fukuyama 1995;
Williamson 1985].  As such, trust is a crucial aspect of many long-term business interactions
[Dasgupta 1988; Fukuyama 1995; Gambetta 1988; Ganesan 1994; Gulati 1995; Kumar et al. 1995b;
Moorman et al. 1992; Williamson 1985].

Trust is also a significant antecedent of customers� willingness to engage in e-Commerce with
a given vendor [Gefen 1997, 2000; Jarvenpaa and Tractinsky 1999; Kollock 1999; Reichheld and
Schefter 2000].  Customer trust in the online vendor is important because there is little guarantee in
an Internet environment that the online vendor will refrain from undesirable, unethical, opportunistic
behaviors, such as unfair pricing, presenting inaccurate information, distributing personal data and
purchase activity without prior permission, and the unauthorized use of credit card information [Gefen
2000; Kollock 1999].  Given these risks, customers who do not trust an online vendor will be less
inclined to do business with the vendor [Gefen 2000; Jarvenpaa and Tractinsky 1999] or to return for
additional purchases [Reichheld and Schefter 2000].

Trust plays this central role because of two possible, albeit overlapping, mechanisms: (1) it is a
social complexity reduction method [Gefen 2000], and (2) it reduces the perceived risk of doing
business with the vendor [Jarvenpaa and Tractinsky 1999].  As a social complexity reduction
mechanism, trust enables individuals to reduce the otherwise overpowering social complexity involved
in their interactions with other people.  Luhmann [1979] points out that, in general, trust is essential,
because people are motivated to understand their social environment�in other words, to understand
the effect their behavior will have on others and what others will do.  Achieving such an understanding
is hindered by the fact that other people are essentially independent agents whose behavior cannot
necessarily be predicted and may not even be rational.  Nonetheless, since people need to under-
stand their social environment, they employ a variety of social complexity reduction mechanisms to
reduce the number of possible behaviors by others that they need to consider.  In many cases, rules
and regulations (i.e., agreed-upon definitions of acceptable behavior) are enough.  When these are
not enough, people reduce the social complexity, among other means, by assuming away many
possible undesirable behaviors that others may adopt.  Assuming away such undesirable behaviors,
and so simplifying the social complexity, is the essence of trust [Luhmann 1979].  Accordingly, to the
trusting party, it is inconceivable that the trusted person might even consider certain undesirable
behaviors [Blau 1964].  Based on these ideas, research has shown that customer trust is a significant
antecedent of online purchase activity because it allows the customer to assume, rightly or not, that
the online vendor�s behavior will be as is expected [Gefen 2000].

Social complexity deals with a wide range of possible behaviors.  Some of these place the trusting
party at a risk of being exposed not only to the inability to predict the behavior of others but also to
an explicit risk that these others may engage in inappropriate opportunistic behavior.  The second
view of trust deals with this aspect, proposing that the main effect of trust is through reducing the
perceived risk that comes with exposure to possible opportunistic behavior by others: it is perceived
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as less risky to do business with a trusted party [Deutsch 1958; Williamson 1985].  Trust is important
in the case of online customers, according to this view, because it reduces the customers� perceived
risk that the online vendor will engage in undesirable behaviors.  According to this view, trust deals
with social complexity reduction in the more limited context of perceived risk.  Research supports both
these views of trust: it directly affects customers� purchase intentions on the Internet [Gefen 2000],
and it affects customers� purchase intentions through the reduction of perceived risk among
inexperienced users [Jarvenpaa and Tractinsky 1999]. 

SERVICE QUALITY AND CUSTOMER TRUST

How then can trust be built up among veteran customers?  Luhmann [1979] and Blau [1964]
suggest that, in general, trust is built up when the trusted party behaves in a socially acceptable
manner that is in accordance with what is expected of that trusted party, and that, conversely, trust
is reduced when the trusted party does not behave accordingly without good reason.  Since quality
service is something customers generally expect vendors to provide [Parasuraman et al. 1985;
Zeithaml et al. 1996], high quality service should arguably build customer trust, as a recent case study
with customers of online vendors indicates [Reichheld and Schefter 2000].  

III. RESEARCH MODEL AND HYPOTHESES

Customer loyalty, in general, is about earning customer trust:  customers who trust the vendor
will come back and will recommend the vendor to other customers; customers who do not trust the
vendor will not.  This is even more so in the case of an online vendor because of the increased
uncertainty involved in commerce with such vendors: customers cannot assess the trustworthiness
of the salesperson through body language, nor can customers assess the vendor by the looks of the
store or the quality of the products by examining them [Reichheld and Schefter 2000].  Additional,
albeit indirect, support for this argument comes from research showing that the more customers,
including those with previous purchase experience with the vendor, trust the online vendor, the more
they are inclined to shop and to purchase with that same online vendor [Gefen 2000].  Accordingly,
it is hypothesized that:

H1: Customer trust in an online vendor increases customer loyalty to that vendor. 

Customer trust is necessary for online purchases because, in general, trust reduces the per-
ceived risk and fear of being taken advantage of [Mayer et al. 1995; Williamson 1985].  Trust,
according to this view, should influence online purchasing through the reduction of the perceived risk
of being taken advantage of by the vendor [Jarvenpaa and Tractinsky 1999; Reichheld and Schefter
2000], because, in general, people expect less opportunistic behavior from those whom they trust
[Blau 1964; Williamson 1985].  Since online customers are exposed to increased risk of fraud and
of being taken advantage of, as the Better Business Bureau recently testified [Cole 1998], customer
trust, through its reduction of the perceived risk of doing business with the vendor, should increase
customer loyalty [Reichheld and Schefter 2000]:

H2: Perceived risk with an online vendor decreases customer loyalty to that vendor.
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H3: Customer trust decreases the perceived risk with an online vendor. 

An alternative reason why customers return to an online vendor is based on utility:  customers
will remain with a vendor because the cost of switching to another vendor is such that it is not worth
their while to switch [Chen and Hitt 2000; Reichheld and Schefter 2000].  Indeed, regarding ERP
consultants, the cost of changing to another vendor, independently of their trust in the vendor,
increases their loyalty to the vendor with whom they are used to working [Gefen and Govindarajulu
2001].  Although this cost-to-switch may not be the main reason why online customers are loyal
[Reichheld and Schefter 2000], it was included in the research model to allow for the evaluation of
the relative importance of customer trust and service quality on customer loyalty.  

H4: Perceived switching costs to another online vendor will increase customer
loyalty.

Customer loyalty, in general, is also built up through good quality service: when customers get
high quality service, they are more likely to come back and to recommend the vendor to others
[Heskett et al. 1994; Reichheld and Sasser 1990; Reichheld and Schefter 2000; Zeithaml et al. 1996].
The same applies to online vendors [Reichheld and Schefter 2000].  In this study, service quality was
defined with an adapted SERVQUAL instrument because of its empirically validated effect on
customer loyalty across industry types [Zeithaml et al. 1996].  Arguably, the service dimensions
captured by SERVQUAL should also be important to online customers: 

� Tangibles:  This dimension of SERVQUAL deals with appealing physical facilities and with
human service providers who are dressed neatly.  Although a customer of an online vendor
cannot assess these, this dimension should apply to online vendors through the appearance of
the website.  The website is a tangible aspect of the online service that is partially comparable
to the appearance of any storefront or service counter [Berman and Green 2000].  Moreover, a
neat and appealing website is a tangible value in its own right just as a neat, well-organized, and
indexed directory or catalog is.  Conversely, a cluttered and disorganized website is not a sign
of good service, just as a cluttered and disorganized storefront, service counter, or catalog is not.
In the case of a book-selling vendor, such as Amazon.com, the appealing interface, ease-of-use
and understandability of the website interface, and the clarity of the purchase procedures are
tangible service benefits [Gefen and Straub 2000].

� Reliability:  This dimension deals with providing the service on time and as ordered.  It is
perhaps among the most important aspects of service quality, in general, and is also a major
aspect of online service quality [Berman and Green 2000].  In the case of a book-selling vendor,
delivering the ordered products dependably and on time is an example of reliable service, just as
it is with a traditional bookstore.  

� Responsiveness:  This dimension deals with the human service provider�s ability to respond to
the customers in an accurate, error-free, helpful, and prompt manner.  It is doubtful if automated
systems today can provide the kind of responsive service that salespeople can, but there are
some responsiveness aspects that also relate to websites:  providing prompt service, providing
helpful guidance when problems occur, and telling customers accurately when the ordered
services will be performed or the products delivered. 
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� Assurance:  Here too it is doubtful if an automated system can provide the knowledge and
courtesy of human assistants measured in this dimension.  Nonetheless, courteous help-screens,
and appropriate error messages and guidance boxes, among other means, can help customers
in a manner comparable to guidance signs and instructions in a regular store.  Conversely, as
in a regular store, the lack of such apparatus may be interpreted as an indication of disregard
toward the customers.  In the case of a book-selling vendor such as Amazon.com, assurance that
the vendor is knowledgeable and courteous can be shown through the system�s ability to guide
the customer through the process, and to supply additional beneficial services, such as
recommending additional books dealing with the same topic. 

� Empathy:  Many online vendors, including the one examined in this study, attempt to create a
personalized service through customized contents, personal greetings, and individualized e-mail.
Needless to say, these do not create the same empathy as human service providers, but they do
personalize the interaction with the vendor and provide individualized service to some degree.

Accordingly, it is hypothesized that these service dimensions and their predictive validity apply
also to online vendors.  Hypotheses H5.1-5.5 deal with the five dimensions of service quality in order:
tangibles, empathy, reliability, responsiveness, and assurance.  

H5.1�5.5: Service quality increases customer loyalty.

Service quality should also increase customer trust [Reichheld and Schefter 2000].  Trust is
generally earned through continued successful interactions in which the trusting party�s expectations
are met or exceeded [Blau 1964; Ganesan 1994; Luhmann 1979; Moorman et al. 1992].  Conversely,
when these expectations are not met without a good reason, trust is ruined [Blau 1964].  Service
quality captures the essence of part of what makes such an interaction successful.  It measures
whether the customers received the quality of service they expected (and presumably paid for) when
shopping.  Thus, it is the success of these interactions as captured in part in customer assessments
about service quality that should build trust.1  Extending this logic suggests that when customers,
online or not, experience service quality that is in accordance with what they expect, their trust
increases. Hypotheses H6.1-6.5 deal with the five proposed dimensions of service quality in order:
tangibles, empathy, reliability, responsiveness, and assurance.  These hypotheses relate to all the
dimensions of service quality, because research on SERVQUAL does not indicate whether the effects
of the different dimensions of service quality should be different [e.g., Parasuraman et al. 1985; Van
Dyke et al. 1999; and Zeithaml et al. 1996].

H6.1-6.5: Service quality increases customer trust

The research model is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1.  Research Model 

IV. RESEARCH METHOD

The research model was examined with a survey on loyalty to Amazon.com in the context of
online book purchase.  The survey was administered to undergraduate and graduate students.  The
data analysis was limited to data from students who were experienced shoppers at Amazon.com,
owing to the need to examine shoppers with prior experience. 

INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT AND PRETEST

The study adapted existing validated scales and experimental procedures whenever possible.
The perceived service quality scale was adapted from SERVQUAL [Parasuraman et al. 1985], based
on the adaptation of the scale for information systems service quality [Watson et al. 1998].
SERVQUAL has been applied in previous research dealing with service quality measurements
relating to information technology and those providing it [e.g., Kettinger et al. 1995; Pitt et al. 1997;
and Watson et al. 1998].  It has also been applied to assess the degree to which service quality
across industries increases customer loyalty [e.g., Zeithaml et al. 1996]. 

There are two methods of applying SERVQUAL.  It can be applied as a perceptions-only scale,
where the instrument is applied at one point in time as a snapshot of perceived current service quality
[e.g., Hartline and Ferrell 1996; Zeithaml et al. 1996], or it can be applied to assess the gap between
the service that customers expected and the service that they actually received [e.g., Watson et al.
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2The gap scores are calculated by subtracting each expectation item from its associated
perception item.  There is some controversy, however, about the applicability of using gap scores in
SERVQUAL, because (1) gap scores introduce different measures, gap versus non-gap items, within
the same analysis, (2) gap score reliability is generally lower, (3) gap scales show problems with their
convergent validity, (4) there is some ambiguity concerning what respondents understand by
�expectations,� (5) averaging the items that compose each dimension to calculate scores is
problematic given their unstable factor patterns, and, most important regarding the objectives of this
study, (6) the predictive validity of the perceptions-only instrument is better [Van Dyke et al. 1999].
Additionally, the perceptions-only instrument shows better reliability [Hartline and Ferrell 1996].  In the
words of Parasuraman et al. [1994]: �Our own findings�as well as those of other researches�also
support the superiority of the perceptions-only measure from a purely predictive-validity standpoint�
(p. 120).  (For a detailed discussion, see Cronin and Taylor 1994; Hartline and Ferrell 1996; Van Dyke
et al. 1999.)
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1998].2  The perceptions-only instrument is most appropriate when assessing the predictive validity
of service quality while the gap scale is most appropriate when diagnosing service pitfalls [Zeithaml
et al. 1996].  Accordingly, since a central objective of the study was to examine the extent to which
service quality influences customer trust and loyalty (i.e., to assess the predictive validity of service
quality), the current study applied the perceptions-only instrument.  The adapted SERVQUAL
instrument used a seven-point scale based on Van Dyke et al. [1999] requesting an assessment of
�Compared to my desired service level.�  Nonetheless, the validity of applying gap measures was
examined and compared with that of the perceptions-only scale in a pre-test with 49 students who
went through the same procedure as those participating in the primary data collection effort.  The
pretest showed that both the perceptions-only scale and the gap scale formed three factors when
examined in an exploratory factor analysis, but that the factor loadings in the perceptions-only scale
showed better convergent and discriminant validity.  Specifically, the pretest revealed three
dimensions of the perceptions-only scale:  (1) tangibles, (2) a combined dimension of responsive-
ness, reliability, and assurance, and (3) empathy, with the perceptions-only items loading highly only
on their respective factor.  The gap items of each of these theoretical dimensions, on the other hand,
did not load highly on only one factor.  

Customer loyalty was measured with a scale adapted from the scale used by Zeithaml et al.
[1996] to examine the relationship between SERVQUAL and customer loyalty across industries.
Online customer trust was adapted from Gefen [2000], who studied the effect of customer trust on
the intention to use Amazon.com.  The cost-to-switch vendor scale and the perceived-risk-with-vendor
scale were new scales built for this study.  The latter two scales were built on the basis of themes that
came up in class discussions with MBA students experienced in purchasing at Amazon.com who
were attending an MIS management course.  The themes reflecting cost-to-switch vendor dealt with
effort and required learning.  These themes indeed resemble some of the �lock-in� techniques used
by online vendors [Chen and Hitt 2000].  Price manipulation was not among these themes, perhaps
because textbook prices are approximately the same among the major online vendors.  The class
discussions took place more than six months before the data collection and so were assumed not to
influence students� answers six months later in the unlikely case that a student from the MIS
management class was also in the class where the data would be collected.  These two scales were
pre-tested together with the other scales.  These items were assessed on a seven-point scale ranging
from Strongly Agree (1) to Strongly Disagree (7) with (4) being Neutral.  The items used in the
experimental instrument are shown in Appendix A.
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DATA COLLECTION

The actual data collection focused on customers of Amazon.com, one of the largest and best-
known online vendors [The Economist 2000].  MBA and senior year undergraduate students in a
leading mid-Atlantic business school in the U.S. who were attending lectures in an Internet-connected
computer-lab were asked to volunteer to take part in the study.  The students were not told at this
stage about the nature of the study except that it dealt with e-commerce.  The students were
attending programming and database courses that did not deal in any way with e-commerce. 

Although participation was voluntary, almost all of the students (response rate 97%) returned
completed questionnaires (n = 211).  However, only questionnaires from students who indicated that
they had previously bought at Amazon.com were included in the study.  Dropping the other
questionnaires was essential because respondents who had not bought at Amazon.com could hardly
be expected to assess the quality of service that Amazon.com provided them in the past.  This
resulted in dropping 61 questionnaires and an effective sample size of 160 was obtained (76% of the
original questionnaires), of which 37% were women, 47% were men, and 16% did not indicate their
gender.  The respondents were mainly either in their early 20s (n = 86) or late 20s (n = 40), with
several in their early 30s (n = 11).  Of the respondents, 101 were undergraduates and 59 were
graduate students.  Apart from age, there was no significant difference in a MANOVA that examined
all the questionnaire items between the undergraduates and graduate students (Wilks� Lambda =
.70379, p-value = .775) or between men and women (Wilks� Lambda = .60166, p-value = .286).  The
respondents had previously bought at Amazon.com 4.75 times on average.  This is not surprising,
given that textbook prices are sometimes cheaper at Amazon.com than in the university bookstore.

V. DATA ANALYSIS

The data were first examined with a Principal Components Factor (PCA) analysis (Varimax
rotation) to examine convergent and discriminant validity based on Hair et al. [1998].  The factor
analysis showed seven factors with eigenvalues above 1, explaining 80.43% of the variance.  With
the exception of the SERVQUAL items, the items of each scale loaded highly only on one factor,
showing the convergent and discriminant validity of the scales [Hair et al. 1998].  The SERVQUAL
items loaded on three factors:  (1) tangibles, (2) a combined factor reflecting reliability, respon-
siveness, and assurance, and (3) empathy.  Previous research has also noted the unstable
dimensionality of SERVQUAL [Van Dyke et al. 1999].  Only one item, �Amazon.com has operating
hours that are convenient to users� (item SQ19), loaded on the wrong factor and was subsequently
dropped from the analysis.  This item loaded on its expected factor (reliability, responsiveness, and
assurance) but more strongly on the tangibles factor.  Given that Amazon.com operates on a 24-
hours-a-day, 7-days-a-week basis and that the customers know this, the cross loading, showing that
round-the-clock operating hours are part of the tangibles aspect of a website, in retrospect is not
surprising.  Two other service quality items loaded highly on more than one factor: �Amazon.com has
the knowledge to do the job� (SQ17) and �Amazon.com understands the specific needs of their users�
(SQ22).  Both items loaded the highest on their expected factors but also loaded highly (above the
.40 threshold [Hair et al. 1998]) on the tangibles factor.  These two items were dropped from the
subsequent analysis in PLS.  The descriptive statistics are presented in Table 1.  The data show that
the respondents thought that the service Amazon.com provided was reliable, responsive, instilled a
sense of assurance in them, was tangible, and showed empathy.  The respondents were quite
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3Since the items were measured on a scale with 1 being agree and 7 being disagree, lower
numbers in Table 1 indicate higher values.

4 When an equivalent stepwise regression was run with only customer trust and service quality,
customer loyalty was increased almost to the same extent (R2 = .52) by only customer trust ($ = .60,
t = 8.71) and tangibles ($ = .21, t = 3.03).

5The surprising lack of significant effect of tangibles and of empathy on customer trust and
customer loyalty was reexamined in a set of linear regressions.  A regression of tangibles as a sole
independent variable and customer trust as the independent variable shows that tangibles does affect
both customer trust ($ = .58, t = 8.618, R2 = .33) and loyalty ($ = .61, t = 9.444, R2 = .37), as does
empathy ($ = .40, t = 4.587, R2 = .16, and $ = .29, t = 3.212, R2 = .09, respectively).  However, when
the combined dimension of reliability, responsiveness, and assurance is added to the four
regressions, only the combined dimension is significant, suggesting that all three dimensions of
service quality increase both customer trust and loyalty, but that the combined dimension of reliability,
responsiveness, and assurance overshadows the other two dimensions.  The other insignificant
effects were also reexamined.  Cost to switch vendor when run as a sole independent variable in a
linear regression slightly increases customer loyalty ($ = .33, t = 4.355, R2 = .11) while perceived risk
with the vendor slightly decreases it ($ = -.27, t = -3.525, R2 = .07), suggesting that the effect of cost
to switch and of risk are overshadowed by trust and service quality.
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trusting and loyal, and did not agree that there was a risk in doing business with Amazon.com or that
the cost-to-switch to another vendor would be high.3

The hypotheses were tested using PLS.  PLS is especially suited for this study because of its
exploratory nature and its emphasis on explaining variance [Gefen et al. 2000].  In the PLS analysis,
the dimensionality of SERVQUAL as revealed in the PCA was retained.  The results of the analysis
are summarized in Figure 2.  Note that because the SERVQUAL instrument collapsed to three
dimensions from its original five, hypotheses H5.1-5.5 and H6.1-6.5, originally representing the five
dimensions, are accordingly represented by hypotheses H5.1-5.3 and H6.1-6.3.  Customer loyalty was
increased (R2 = .59) by customer trust ($ = .48, t = 5.07), by tangibles ($ = .20, t = 3.24) and by cost-
to-switch vendor ($ = .19, t = 3.93), supporting H1, H5.1, and H4, respectively.4  It was not significantly
affected by perceived risk with the vendor or by the other two dimensions of service quality, not
supporting H2, H5.2, and H5.3.  The analysis also shows that perceived risk with the vendor was
decreased by customer trust (R2 = .06, $ =  -.24, t =  -3.05), supporting H3.  Customer trust itself was
increased by service quality but only by the combined service quality dimension of reliability,
responsiveness, and assurance (R2 = .35, $ = .52, t = 4.10), supporting H6.3 but not supporting H6.1
and H6.2 .  All of the PLS reliability coefficients were above the equivalent suggested threshold of .80
for Cronbach�s " [Nunnally and Bernstein 1994]. 

Multi-collinearity was assessed by replicating the PLS analysis with stepwise linear regressions.
These linear regressions provided equivalent results and showed through the VIF (variable inflation
factor) statistic that there was little threat of multi-collinearity.  The accepted threshold of VIF, which
indicates little multi-collinearity, is a value below 10 [Hair et al. 1998].  All of the stepwise linear
regression VIF values were below 3.1.  The hypotheses� test results are presented in Table 2.5



Table 1.  Correlations of Latent Variables and Their AVE (in Diagonal)

Mean 
(std.)

PLS
Reliabilitya Loyalty Risk

Switching
Costs

Customer
Trust Tangibles Empathy

Reliability
Responsiveness

Assurance

Loyalty 3.65
(1.40)

.922 0.902

Risk 4.40
(1.31)

.917 -0.181 0.885

Switching
Costs

4.90
(1.44)

.949 0.338 0.220 0.907

Customer 
Trust

3.62
(1.31)

.858 0.695 -0.242 0.245 0.876

Tangibles 3.00
(1.42)

.928 0.509 -0.224 0.062 0.428 0.928

Empathy 3.39
(1.16)

.864 0.360 -0.192 0.192 0.426 0.502 0.891

Reliability
Responsiveness
Assurance

3.24
(1.13)

.987 0.607 -0.231 0.227 0.587 0.692 0.656 0.818

aD = (E82)/((E82)+ E,).
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Figure 2.  Results of PLS Analysis

The discriminant and convergent validity of the scales was established, as required in PLS [Chin
1998; Gefen et al. 2000], by showing that the Average Variance Extracted (AVE) of each latent
construct is larger than its correlation with the other latent constructs, and by showing in a
Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) that each measurement item loads much more highly on its latent
construct than on any other latent construct.  The AVE and latent variable correlations, together with
PLS reliability, are shown in Table 1.  The CFA is shown in Appendix B.

VI. DISCUSSION

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

It is a truism that customer loyalty is an important goal of almost any profit-oriented business.
Case study results show that achieving customer loyalty depends to a large extent on the vendor�s
ability to build and maintain customer trust through quality service [Reichheld and Schefter 2000].
Nonetheless, previous empirical research has not examined whether these relationships hold
statistically nor has previous research examined their relative weight compared with other pertinent
issues such as cost to switch a vendor.  This study addressed that gap, showing that even in an
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online environment where there is no direct human service provider, service quality through increased
trust still contributes to the creation of loyal customers by statistically supporting these case study
propositions about e-commerce.  The study also suggests that in the case of veteran customers and
an established online vendor, specifically Amazon.com, customer loyalty is primarily the product of
service quality and customer trust, itself the product of service quality, and to a lesser degree also by
cost-to-switch to another online vendor.  The lesser weight of cost-to-switch is in accordance with
previous research that suggested that price sensitivity might actually be lower online [Shankar et al.
2000].  Regarding the first research question, therefore, the data support the hypotheses that service
quality through increased trust is a contributor to increased customer loyalty, and that this effect is
stronger than the cost to switch vendors. 

Customer loyalty was also significantly correlated with decreased perceived risk in doing business
with the vendor, but this effect was not significant when customer trust, service quality, and cost-to-
switch vendor were added to the model.  This supports the proposition that customer loyalty is mostly
about service quality and trust [Reichheld and Schefter 2000], a conclusion echoed in part also by the
popular press [e.g., Solomon 2000].  In that context, this study indicates that customer trust,
independently of and in addition to customer service, has a significant influence on customer loyalty.

The direct effect of customer trust on customer loyalty combined with the insignificant effect of
perceived risk imply, although clearly additional research is necessary to verify the issue, that at least
in the case of experienced online shoppers intending to buy low-touch merchandise, such as a book,
perceived risk is a negligible issue.  Whether this applies also to new consumers or to products and
services where there is a greater ingredient of built-in risk requires additional study.  It may be that
with other products and services where the real risk is acutely high, such as buying a house online,
trust will be irrelevant while perceived risk will be the predominant antecedent of loyalty.  Nonetheless,
tentatively, these results imply that trust, at least in this limited domain of e-commerce where real risk
is relatively low, deals more with social complexity reduction than with the risk of being exposed to
opportunistic behavior.  This tentative conclusion supports the view of trust in sociology [e.g., Blau
1964] and some MIS studies [e.g., Gefen and Govindarajulu 2001] as the basis of social interaction
whether or not risk is present.  

With regard to the second research question about service quality, the study shows that the
service dimensions proposed by the SERVQUAL instrument can be adapted and still retain some of
their convergent, discriminant, and predictive validity in the context of online vendors who provide
service through websites, although these results should be regarded with caution and require
revalidation with additional sites and online vendors.  The data suggest that service quality in the case
of an online vendor might be composed of three dimensions:  (1) tangibles, (2) a combined dimension
of responsiveness, reliability, and assurance, and (3) empathy.  Apparently, this collapsed dimen-
sionality is not unique to online service and may be a feature of SERVQUAL in general [Llosa et al.
1998].  The data also suggest that despite the lack of a human service provider, service quality does
increase customer trust and loyalty, although empathy is outweighed by the other service dimensions.
Specifically, the combined dimension of reliability, responsiveness, and assurance is the primary
dimension increasing customer trust while the tangibles dimension is the primary dimension building
customer loyalty.  The apparent lesser role of empathy may be because the lack of human interaction
makes attentive personal understanding (empathy) a somewhat less important aspect of service
quality.

Tentatively, this may also explain the greater importance of the tangible side of service quality in
determining customer loyalty.  Empathy is something people give to each other.  It is not given by
machine interfaces, hence its insignificant role.  Reliability, responsiveness, and assurance, on the
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other hand, relate more to the human service providers behind the machine interface, hence their
effect is more related to the creation of trust, which captures an essence of how people relate to each
other.  The tangibles dimension, on the other hand, while an appropriate aspect of service quality in
this case, does not deal with how people interact with each other, hence it directly increases loyalty,
possibly because it is a proxy for the quality of the vendor. 

The typical lack of direct contact with a human service provider and the automated nature of the
service may also be the reason why the reliability, responsiveness, and assurance dimensions of
service quality collapsed into one dimension.  Most customers� interaction with Amazon.com only
involves inquiring about and then purchasing books through the website.  Customer service in this
case, which is of relatively limited complexity compared with the service typically provided by a human
service agent, primarily means delivering the correct books to the correct address at the promised
date with the correct mailing option, wrapping, and billing.  In this case, prompt and willing service with
error-free records (corresponding to the �responsiveness� dimension) is not so different from
dependable and timely service (corresponding to the �reliability� dimension) or from instilling
confidence through able and courteous service (corresponding to the �assurance� dimension).6

Table 2.  Hypotheses Test Results

Hypotheses Supported*

H1: Customer trust in an online vendor increases customer loyalty to that
vendor 

Yes

H2: Perceived risk with an online vendor decreases customer loyalty to
that vendor.

Only independently

H3: Customer trust decreases the perceived risk with an online vendor. Yes

H4: Perceived switching costs to another online vendor will increase
customer loyalty 

Yes

H5: Service quality increases customer loyalty 
H5.1 Tangibles service quality increases customer loyalty
H5.2 Empathy service quality increases customer loyalty
H5.3 Reliability, responsiveness, and assurance service quality

increases customer loyalty

Yes
Only independently
Only independently

H6: Service quality increases customer trust
H6.1 Tangibles service quality increases customer trust
H6.2 Empathy service quality increases customer trust
H6.3 Reliability, responsiveness, and assurance service quality

increases customer trust

Only independently
Only independently
Yes

*Hypotheses marked �Only independently� are supported only when examined unaccompanied by
other hypotheses. See footnote 5 above. 
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LIMITATIONS AND ADDITIONAL RESEARCH

It is necessary to put these results into perspective before discussing their implications.  The
major limitation of this study is that data were collected with regard to only one online vendor in the
context of one specific online market, and a well-known vendor in an established market at that.  This
may have skewed the results, explaining the insignificant role of perceived risk and why the effect of
trust was more than double that of cost-to-switch vendors.  Moreover, examining only the online retail
book market may have also skewed the results and may explain the collapse of the five SERVQUAL
dimensions into only three dimensions.  It is unclear at this stage whether the same pattern will occur
in other online markets, although the same collapsed structure of SERVQUAL has been recorded in
other research [Llosa et al. 1998].  Related to this limitation is the homogeneous nature of the sample.
Students represent a significant population of online book purchasers, as the proliferation of sites
specializing in students testifies.  It is unclear at this stage, however, whether the results obtained
from this sample apply to other less computer-literate segments of the population and whether the
results can be generalized to other online products and services.  Additional research with a sample
from a more diverse population and dealing with many other products and services as provided by
many online vendors is needed to examine these issues.  

The research model examined linear relationships.  It is conceivable, however, at least regarding
the effects of service quality on customer loyalty, that this relationship is not linear.  Customer loyalty
may grow or decrease at more than a linear rate when service quality provided by a human service
provider is exceptionally good or exceptionally bad, respectively [Heskett et al. 1994].  It is possible
that the same applies also to the automated service provided by an online vendor.  Amazon.com is
probably at neither of these extremes, at least not according to the data.  Additional research with
online vendors who do provide exceptional service is therefore needed in order to expand the
research model to include exceptional service.  

Additionally, the research model needs to be examined with less well-known online vendors to
verify that even with a vendor that lacks the credibility and name-recognition of Amazon.com, service
quality and trust still outweigh risk.  Purchasing books from Amazon.com is probably less risky than
purchasing books from a relatively new and unknown online book vendor, and so generalizing the
model to other online vendors may require this additional verification.  Moreover, since the importance
and role of service quality will change across industries [Zeithaml et al. 1996], and presumably the
same applies to online services as well, it is necessary to examine the research model with vendors
in other online industries, such as toys and auctions, to assess the generality of the model.   

Research is also needed to refine the measurement of online service quality and to examine
other aspects of online service quality.  SERVQUAL is an established and widely used instrument for
measuring service quality, but it was designed to assess service quality as provided by a human
agent.  The dimensionality of service quality provided by an automated website is apparently some-
what different.  Refining the instrument by adapting it to the unique characteristics of the automated
non-human service that online vendors provide is thus needed. Specifically, this relates to capturing
the other aspects of online service that are not part of the current version of SERVQUAL. These
include the time it takes the website to load and to respond, the existence and effectiveness of built-in
search engines, the usefulness of online links, and the absence of annoying banners, to mention but
a few.  An adapted instrument that examines these is needed so that both industry and research can
properly assess online service quality with all its dimensionality. 

The role of perceived risk also requires additional study.  Risk avoidance varies across cultures
[Hofstede 1980], as does the relative importance of trust [Fukuyama 1995] and probably customer
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expectations and assessments of service quality in general.  Examining these possible cross-cultural
effects also requires additional research.  Interestingly, in this regard, there was no gender effect in
the model, except regarding perceived risk with the vendor.  This may be because gender differences
are less pronounced in a non-personal interaction [Coates 1986], such as those that occur in a typical
interaction with an online vendor.  Additional research is necessary in this area in order to assess
whether this is the case. 

Last but not least, the data collected in this study are cross-sectional survey data.  The collection
of data from customers at only one point in time makes the attribution of causation only hypothetical.
Consequently, the study did not examine actual causation but only corroborated the correlations
implied by its theory base.  There is not and there cannot be proof of causation with the kind of data
analyzed [Cook and Campbell 1979].  The use of self-reported measures may also have contributed
to some degree of bias in the high R2 that were obtained.  Additionally, the collection of data from
relatively young adults may have skewed the results.  

Another aspect of the study that requires additional research is how trust is created online.  This
study examined one aspect of it, namely perceived service quality.  There are many other aspects
that contribute to the creation of trust in general.  Some of these clearly apply to aspects such as
disposition to trust [McKnight et al. 1998; Rotter 1971] and familiarity [Gefen 2000].  There are many
other aspects of online service quality that are not captured by SERVQUAL [Kaynama and Black;
2000; Meyerson et al. 1996; Shankar et al. 2000], such as ease of use and the lack of annoying
banners [Gefen and DeVine 2001].  Another aspect that could contribute to customer trust is
perceived security, which is brought about through encryption, protection, verification, and
authentication, including e-mail confirmations and user-friendly interfaces [Chellappa and Pavlou
2001].  These topics were beyond the scope of this research.  Additional research tying all of the
issues together as antecedents of online trust is necessary.

IMPLICATIONS

This study corroborates the importance of service quality in creating customer loyalty with online
vendors, although caution should be applied in generalizing the results because of the reputation of
the online vendor examined, especially with regard to the apparently less significant role of risk.  In
this regard, the study indicates just how important service quality and customer trust are: over half
the variance of customer loyalty is explained primarily through service quality and the customers� trust
that it entails.  Customers of online vendors apparently value service quality, even if the entity they
interact with is an automated website rather than another human being. 

This is an important point because, in general, service quality creates loyal customers who in their
turn, being more profitable to the vendor, allow the vendor to outperform even competitors with
smaller operating expenses.  Accordingly, with traditional vendors it is more advisable to concentrate
on creating a trust-based relationship with loyal customers through service quality than to concentrate
on gaining new customers [Reichheld and Sasser 1990].  Although more than one study is necessary
to make the sweeping statement that service quality should be a central part of online vendors�
strategy, the results of this one study, to the extent that they can be generalized, do support this view.

But what is service quality? On what should online vendors concentrate, if they wish to increase
it?  The study also suggests some guidelines here.  Apparently, the tangibles dimension directly
increases customer loyalty, while the responsive, reliable, and assurance aspect of online service
quality is more important in increasing customer trust and through it customer loyalty.  This need to
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invest in the tangible aspects of the website as a way of increasing customer loyalty is echoed in other
research dealing with online shopping [Shankar et al. 2000].  Specifically, tangibles deals with the
state-of-the-art appearance of the website, while the responsive, reliable, and assurance dimension
relates to delivering the products on time, as promised, and without error.  Nonetheless, the empathy
aspects of online service quality, at least with regard to this vendor, also significantly affected both
trust and loyalty and so should not be discarded as unimportant. 

The current study also examined two aspects of trust: whether it directly affects customer
intentions, in this case loyalty, or whether this is done indirectly through reduced risk.  Additional
research is needed in this regard before a firm conclusion can be drawn, but in the case of returning
customers to Amazon.com, which might because of its size and renown be a special case, the study
shows that customers� trust directly increased their loyalty.  This suggests that customer trust might
encourage e-commerce activity primarily in this case through social complexity reduction rather than
through the reduction of perceived risk. 

Last but not least, previous research has highlighted the importance of customers� trust [e.g.,
Gefen 2000; Jarvenpaa and Tractinsky 1999], on the one hand, and of service quality [Reichheld and
Schefter 2000], on the other, as antecedents of e-commerce.  This study extends these findings,
showing the importance of trust also among veteran customers and its subsequent significance for
customer loyalty.  The study also shows that service quality is an antecedent of trust, helping to tie
together the literature on service quality with that on online trust.  Superior service in many industries
creates trust and loyalty because it is an integral part of many products and services.  The data show
that this is probably true also for at least parts of the online marketplace where service quality and
trust might be the more important aspects in increasing customer loyalty. 

Editor�s Note:  This article was received on October 10, 2001 and was with the author
one month for two revisions. Phillip Ein-Dor was the editor.
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IX. APPENDIX A:  QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS GROUPED BY SCALE

Part 1:  Perceptions Items Grouped by Scale: 
Agree Disagree

Perceived Risk with Vendor 
Risk1 There is a significant threat doing business with Amazon.com 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Risk2 There is a significant potential for loss in doing business with

Amazon.com
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Risk3 There is a significant risk in doing business with Amazon.com 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Risk4 My credit card information may not be secure with

Amazon.com
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Customer Trust
Tr1 Even if not monitored, I�d trust Amazon.com to do the job

right
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Tr2 I trust Amazon.com 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Tr3 I believe that Amazon.com is trustworthy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Tr4 I am quite certain what to expect from Amazon.com 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Customer Loyalty 
Loy1 I would recommend Amazon.com to others 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Loy2 I would encourage others to use Amazon.com 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Loy3 I would consider Amazon.com as first choice when buying

books 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Loy4 I am inclined to do more business with Amazon.com 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Cost-to-Switch Vendor

Cost1 Switching to another online book vendor would be too
expensive 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Cost2 Switching to another online book vendor would take too long 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Cost3 Switching to another online book vendor would cause too

many problems
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Cost4 Switching to another online book vendor would require too
much learning

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Cost5 Switching to another online book vendor would require too
much effort 

1   2   3   4   5   6   7
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Part 2:  Service Quality Items Grouped by Scale
Service Quality Based on Your Experience Compared to my 

desired service level,
Amazon is: 

Lower Same Higher 
Tangibles

Sq1 Amazon.com has an up-to-date website 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Sq2 Amazon.com website is visually appealing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Sq3 Amazon.com is neat in appearance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Sq4 The appearance of Amazon.com is in keeping with the

services it provides 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Reliability
Sq5 When Amazon.com promises to do something by a certain

time, it does so. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Sq6 When users have a problem, Amazon.com shows a sincere
interest in solving it 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Sq7 Amazon.com is dependable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Sq8 Amazon.com provides its services at the time it promises to do

so 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Responsiveness
Sq9 Amazon.com insists on error-free records 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Sq10 Amazon.com tells users exactly when services will be

performed 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Sq11 Amazon.com gives prompt service to users 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Sq12 Amazon.com is always willing to help customers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Sq13 Amazon.com is never too busy to respond to user requests 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Assurance
Sq14 Amazon.com behavior instills confidence in users 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Sq15 Users feel safe in their transactions with Amazon.com 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Sq16 Amazon.com is consistently courteous with users 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Sq17 Amazon.com has the knowledge to do its job 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Empathy
Sq18 Amazon.com gives users individual attention 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Sq19 Amazon.com has operating hours that are convenient for

users 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Sq20 Amazon.com gives users personal attention 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Sq21 Amazon.com has users� best interests at heart 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Sq22 Amazon.com understands the specific needs of users 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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X. APPENDIX B:  RESULTS OF PLS-GRAPH CFA TOGETHER WITH DESCRIPTIVE
STATISTICS

Item Loyalty Risk Cost Trust Tangibles

Reliability
Responsiveness
Assurances Empathy

LOY1 .8883 -.1615 .2076 .6015 .4880 .5270 .3437
LOY2 .9376 -.2465 .2526 .6928 .5501 .5881 .3613
LOY3 .8753 -.0883 .3912 .5562 .3294 .4820 .2804
LOY4 .9042 -.1428 .3742 .6441 .4532 .5809 .3092
RISK1 -.0949 .8787 .2435 -.1234 -.2631 -.2181 -.2180
RISK2 -.1956 .9223 .2018 -.2048 -.2402 -.2276 -.1900
RISK3 -.1661 .9162 .2366 -.2159 -.2273 -.2414 -.2209
RISK4 -.1537 .8206 .1238 -.2658 -.0999 -.1410 -.0797
COST1 .3143 .2117 .8463 .2758 .0809 .2260 .2237
COST2 .3255 .1872 .9132 .2412 .0831 .2906 .1964
COST3 .3311 .2233 .9514 .2294 .0656 .2128 .1734
COST4 .2506 .2037 .9075 .1513 .0382 .1232 .1255
COST5 .2978 .1685 .9117 .1973 .0044 .1558 .1369
TR1 .4952 -.2601 .1672 .8429 .2909 .4874 .3162
TR2 .6487 -.1745 .2540 .8766 .3374 .5087 .4572
TR4 .6674 -.2088 .2180 .9072 .4822 .5439 .3416
SQ1 .4624 -.2056 .0621 .3766 .9161 .6127 .4403
SQ2 .4858 -.2631 .0580 .4082 .9301 .6741 .4938
SQ3 .4502 -.2373 .0409 .3853 .9408 .6285 .4676
SQ4 .4903 -.1293 .0678 .4168 .9260 .6499 .4598
SQ5 .6467 -.1769 .2306 .5725 .5245 .8073 .5170
SQ6 .5034 -.2166 .2918 .4898 .5047 .8259 .5830
SQ7 .6250 -.2367 .1861 .5958 .6753 .8440 .5379
SQ8 .5555 -.2036 .2307 .5279 .5427 .8682 .5006
SQ9 .4223 -.1433 .1418 .3371 .5383 .7756 .5740
SQ10 .3730 -.1264 .1882 .3910 .5314 .7707 .3879
SQ11 .4183 -.1076 .1105 .3653 .5696 .8537 .5120
SQ12 .4601 -.1416 .2266 .4365 .5614 .8003 .5316
SQ13 .3248 -.1985 .1137 .3689 .5011 .7553 .5124
SQ14 .4802 -.1708 .1470 .5085 .6459 .8552 .5848
SQ15 .4440 -.2674 .2034 .5341 .5817 .7842 .5837
SQ16 .5302 -.2289 .1129 .4832 .5853 .8612 .5987
SQ18 .3200 -.1826 .1029 .3946 .4135 .5770 .8741
SQ20 .3418 -.1771 .2424 .3529 .4726 .5798 .9328
SQ21 .2999 -.1520 .1689 .3894 .4552 .5945 .8645
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